
Red, White, Blue,White,

Here are two different ways to play this game depending upon the age of the players and
how many players you have.

Game #1:  Hunt and Find

Age:  3+ years old

How many needed to play: 1+

How to play:  Print out the cards on the following two pages.  Cut out the one set of the red,
white, blue and flag cards for each player.  Give each player one card from the card page.

An adult or someone who is not playing hides one set of red, white, blue and a flag card for
each player.  Once hidden give the player, an order card.

On “GO” the player must find the hidden cards in the correct order on the order card.  For
example if the order card says “flag, white, red, blue” the hidden cards must be returned in
that order one at a time.

You can see who finished first or time one player to see how fast they can do it.  If you do
not want a winner, just work together to find the cards in the correct order.

Game #2:  Order Up!

Age:  5+ years old

How many needed to play: 2-8 players

How to Play:  Print out the cards on the following two pages.  Cut out the set of the cards.
Assign one person to be the caller.

Create two teams on at least one player each.  When ready, the caller will shout out the
order of the cards from the order page. The players must arrange the cards in the correct
order as fast as possible.  First player or team to arrange the cards in the proper order gets
one point. The first player or team to get to 5 points is the winner!
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order Cards

Red   White             Blue

Red   Blue   White

Blue             White   Red White   red   blue

blue   red                white

blue   white   red

white            red   blue red   blue   white

white  blue   red blue               red   white

blue   red   white white             blue   red

red              blue   white blue   white   red

white  red blue red   blue                white

white   blue              red red   blue   white

red   white   blue red              white   blue
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